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Asymptotic Numbers. J. Algebraic Properties 
T. D. Todvrov 
The set of asymptotic numbers A introduced in Refs. llJ and (3] is a system of ~an
lited numbers including the system of real numbers R. as well as infinite!) small (mfi. 
ni tesimals J and infinitely large numbers. The purpose of this paper is to stud} in deta 1
tht algebraic properties of A which are a little unusual, in a cenain sense, as compared1 
with the known algebraic structures (rings. fields, etc.) This is necessary for the rnvesfi. 
gation of the class of asymptotic functions /2, 41. which are on their par t, ~enerahznt 
functions similar to the distributions of Schwartz but allowing lhl' operation of muJt,.plication 
The motI\ ations of I his work are in fact . connected with some phy~ical problems 11. 'J, 
3, 4, 5, 81; we are going ro use the asymptotic numbers ;tnd asymptolir functions in tl.t' 
quantum theor) in some casu when the mult iplication of the distributions is deslrabl" 
but not possible. Our methods are a nalogous. in a certain sense, to the method, of the 
non-standard analysis* (9, 10. II . 121. For the sake or convenit>nce we have expos~.! 
briefly the most important results or Refs. Ill and [2) and the paper could ba read tnde pendently or them. 
lntroductio11 
The researcher:; in the field of theoretical phys ics often use in their works 
"infinitely large expressions" or divergent integrals such as the following: 
J(o), ( o(x), ~(x); , ~, ( dx, I ~;, I ~~, etc. 
0 H -<» 
What is more, they ofttn allow themsel ves to carry out algebraic opera· 
l ions with them. In some papers, for example, expressions such as cS(O) -c>(O) U 
'~ Som.· of I he results of this paper Wl're reported by the author at the conference 'Upt!· 
r Jtoren-Oistributionen und Verwandte Non.!:):J1dard ,\1ethoden", Oberwolfach, Federal Repuh lie of Germany , 2-8 July, 1978. 
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IY/t reel that the singular i ties r) (0) 
' 0 or Jttx x for example, are 
u 
different from each other in a certain ~en~e and that is why we usually give 
1JteW differ~nt na~es. For instance, we ofttll use tl:e terms: ,.,_ ingularity, lo· 
garithtnic srngularny, power singularity, singularity of the type "1 1t:!, f - • U" 
and 50 on. t · 1 h · · • and th · · 1ave I dy found ·Tbe theore tea p ystctSt~ e ltlatheuwttcta·•s I a rea dtf­
~1cnt rigorous procedures, to surmount the diflic111ties connected wi th the 
•intir. i tely large expre~sions" of the above menttoned t) pe, in a l mo~t all ca!: es 

flbell these expressions are in the way of a ce1tain problem 15, 8]. But the 

rocedures introduced up till now are often too complicated and too clumsy. 

~he'· ~eem not to offe r a natural formal language and a convenient formalism, 

.,bich are so necessary for the corresponding fields in the quantum U:eory. 

Instead of "getting rid" or the infinitely large expre!3sion~. we prefe r to 
learn to work with such expressions. It is clear that such a programn.e rould 
be rigorou sly rea lized only wi th the help of a non-archimedean (including tdi­
pitely large as well as infinite ly small elements) system of generalized numbers, 
which is an extension of the real line R. T he system of the asymptot ic num­
bers A introduced by Chri s to v II, 3), as well as the system of the so-called 
pon-standard numbers 19, 10, I I, 12) give such a possibility. Namely, with the 
help of the asymptotic numbers t he notion of asymptotic function was intro­
duced [2, 4]. These functions are a new type of generalize€! functions quite 
analogous to the distributions of Schwartz but allowing the o~eration multi· 
plication. On the other hand, we are going to use fhe asymptotic functions 
:111 the quantum theory where the multiplication of distributions is desirable 
but not possible (1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8]. 
In this paper we shall rest rict ourselves only to !he following mathema­
tical problem - to study in more detail the algebraic properties oi tt:e !)e! or 
asymptotic numbers A which, on its part, is necessary for the theory of the 
asymptotic function 12. 4). The discussion of some other properties of A as 
well as application to the quantum theory is put off for a future paper. First 
uf all we shall remember the most important results of Refs. II] and 12], so 
tbis paper could be read without the help of these works. For more det:!il as 
well as for the physical motivations ol this work, we advise the rt:ader t o 
(tfer to Refs. II 4!. 
1. Re:1 l Asymptotic Numbers 
Definition I (The class of functions A,). We shall denote by A,. the sel 
.of all real -valued smooth (differentiable a ny number of times) functions (~ (s), 
.r((O, I) for which there exists an integer 11 such that 
(I) lim (~(s) s'' = ll. 
' ·•0 
Some examples. All rational functions of s as well as l j s 1- 2+ s -l s s, 
e&~(- l , s), sins, coss, etc. belong to rt . and exp (l's) does not belong to A,. 
It 1s cleaf that A~ is a commutative ri ng with unit element. 
Definition 2 (Asymptotic representation). By the term asymptotic rtp 
:-.entation of u EA, we shall under:,land the representation of a iu the fo~~ 
If 
when:· m, n ' Z (m nI ( Z is the :,et of integers), a.t are r~al coefficients and 
is a fu 1.clion from rl, :.; ucll that lim .d(s) s" - 0 (for the g1ven n). 1 
.>....0 
Obviously, tvery function a from A.. possesses an asymptotic representatio 
by a suitable choice of m, 11, a~r and .1; !his is true at least when l'l• :::: ~ for all k. 
Theorem 1 (Uniqueness). lr the asymptotic representation (2) holds 
10 uE As (by a certain choice of m an~ n), then the co~fficients a 
11
, k = m, nz-J. t 
... , n (and consequently, the func!Jon I, too) are umquely determined. ' 
Proof. Elementary (see, for instance, Ref. [6J). 
It is clear that if the function u from A, has an asymptotic representatiou 
(2) for given m and n, then a posseses an asymptotic representation for every 
choice of the integers m' ancf n' such that m's m, n' < n and m's,n'. 
Definition. 3 (Po wer, accuracy, relative accuracy and main part). 
Let u ~ Ar· 
(i) The maximal value p of the integer parameter m for which a has an 
asymptotic representation (2) will be called the power of a. In the case when 
a maximal value does not exist, we shall put (by definition) 1, =ex. ; (ii) The maximal value ,, of the integer parameter n for which a has an 
asymptotic representation (2) will be called tbe accuracy of a. In the cases 
when sucb a value does not exist we shall put v = oo; 
(iii) The difference ..i v 11 will be caHed the relative accuracy oi u, 
where u and v are the power and the accuracy of a, respectively. We shall 
put = n=cc for any n ~ Z and -=v= O; 
(iv) The formal power (asymptotic) series 
will be called the main part of u, where 1-l and ,. are the power and the accu­
racy of a, respectively, and the coefficients a" are determined by the asymp­
totic representation (2) of 11. It is clear that u, v, ). EZU{oo }, ,u<v and A o 
tor all functions of A.,. 
Some examples. Here are ·orne examples of functions with their powers 
and accuracies written together: a) (1/s)+ 1 ~ s+sJs, .u =-­ 1, v = 1; b) s2+s2Js. 
n - v 2; c) (1 j s) +3+s, 1' ­ -- 1, v "'; d) sins, r-c=l, v =co ; e) exp( l ,s),
" ,. = ;f) 0 (the zero constant), 1,=,, co. 
· Definition 4 (Asymptotic Relation). 
(i) Let a be an arbitrary function from As with accuracy >'. We shall say 
that the function {3 EA., is asymptotically close to a, and write this as a •/J 
if lim (a(s)- fi\s)lfs" =- 0 for all n EZ, such that n 5.v ·(if v is finite, i. e. v is 
s->0 
not oc , we could directly put n = ,,); 
(ii) rt (J ~ jj and p­ a, we shall say that u and p are equivalent (to one 
another) and write this as a- p. 
Theorem 2 (The properties or "--.''J. 
(f) The relation " •" is reflexive and transitive (but not symmetric ingeneral); 
• •• 
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(II) If a, fJ EAs, u, 1' are the power and accu ra~y ~f "• and p'. 1•' are the 
and accuracy of /1, respectively, then a ... fl 1mplles w _,ft', 1• ,, and if 
p, then a-Pit and only if , 1" (and consequently, p=u'); 
(Iii) If a, fl, a', /J' ~ As and c is a real number, then a , rz' and (1 •f)' implies 
ca', a r./t ~ rt' :r {f, rc /l a' · {1' and a 1tf •r/ IJ' provided in the last case 
~As (or a' {J' EAs).Remark. The relation « is not an equivalence relation on As because 
I ~" not a symmetric relation (in general). l lere are 
some examples: 
but 	 s-s~s;S -I- S S 
sin s -s - s2 1ns buts s2 1ns ·'ins; 
S2_rs\/s-s2 -t s~lns: exp( - I s)-0. 

Def inition 5 (Asymptotic num bers). 

(i) If a EAs, then by the te rm asymptot ic number n determined b) a, wh1ch 
\Will be denoted by a=asu ("as" means "asymptotic") we shall understand the 
tel of all functions from A. whi ch are asym ptotically close to a, i. e. a asa 
~pEAs : a - -> fJ}. We shall denote the asymptotic uumbe rs by small Latin 
Setters: a, b, c, etc. and we shall denote the set of all asymptotic numbers by A; 
(il) li a - asa. in an asymptofic number, lllen the elemen ts of a will be 
represen tatives of a. Tl·e repre~entative~ fi of a such that a.-..-tJ will be 
proper representatives of n :ll1d fhe remaining (such that rt - _, {J but not 
--a) 	will be called supplementa ry representatives of a; 
(Ui) The power, accuracy, relative accuracy and main part ot any proper 
• •'-""""Pnratives of a will be called power. accuracy, ... , etc. ol a, respectively, 
we put P{a) P(a) for a ~ asa; (iv) 	rt a is an asymptotic number with accuracy ,, and main part P (a). 
we shall write a=(P(al)<•>;
(v) The asymptotic numbe rs with zero main part, i. e. 0 :=(O)t•l, wtll be 
ailed asymptotic zeros (their powe rs .u coincide with tl:eir 2ccuracies 1·, i. e 
- J•). The set of all asymptotic ze ros will t-e denoted by ~: 
(vi) The asymptotic numbers I' (1)1" ', 2- 0. I, ... , cc wtll be called 
totic units (their powers are equal to zero and their accuracies v coincide 
their relative accu racies J., i. e. ,. ~). The set o f all asymptotic units will 
denoted by I. 
Remark. It is clear that if a, {J EA,., then asa = asfJ if and only il 11- fi 
which is the same if u EA, and a EA, th~n a=asa if and only if a is 
representa tive of a. It is clear also that the asymptotic numbers a re 
equivalence classes of A1 in the usual sen<;e ot lhis term, since the rela­
u -." is not equivalenc€' relation on As. 
Example n. (s)O>. The fu nctions s 1 sJs and s+ s2 1n s are proper repre­
lves of a, a~d the function s s, and s -l exp (-l is) are supplementa ry 
~sentat ives of a. Conseq uently, a=as(s+ sJs)=as (s -J- s2 Ins). Moreover. 
" 1, i. - 0 and P(a) -- s. In other words, a is the fo llowing set of func-
a=(s)<1)={aE A,.: a(s) s+ l(s), limLf(s)/s = O}· 
~-.0 
Theorem 3. (The structure of A). Two asy mptotic numbers a and b, 
considered as sets of functions, either have not common element or one of 
them contains the other. i. e. eithe r a n b (0 , or aCb, or a-::;Jb. 
Proof. The theorem follows directly from Theorem 2. 
Dr[illllion 6 (Algebratc operations on ,1). Let a, h t_ , 1. The su m, differen 
product and ratio of n and /J are defined by a+b= {u -:+- {1 : 11 r a, (IE b} a c~ 
:" . ,>f: a l- o, ~e n; and n 'b {afHA,: a t a, (l~ h} . re~pectively. ' · 
We s tres<; that the ab?ve four operat~ons were inlr<;>duced in A inde. 
pendenlly from each other, 1. e. the subtractiOn was not defmed as an inver~ 
r,peration of the add1tion and the division wac; not dt>F ined as an inverse op~t 
ration of the multiplication. • 
Theorem 4. 
( i) The sum, ditrerenct> and product exist lor evE-ry two asymptotic nurn. 
hers. The ratio a b exists lor ever) a, bE A and h ~ <9: 
(ii) Let 
(~) ( 
• ' ) ( o') 
n' = ~-..a~ s" , 
k­ ,, 
a'' ( 
~~ • ) '' I\ (/ <;" 
_, I; ' 
k , ,,, 
he two arbitrary asymptotic numbers ami l~t .rl', ,u", ,, , ,, and },'. 2." be their 
powers, accuracies and relative accuracies, respectively. The formulas fo r the 
sum, difference, product and ratio of a' and a" are given by the follo wing 
formulas (respectively) : 
a' t a" x =­ min (tl' , 1~" ), , . 
where <z~= O fo r k <;,', u~ 0 for /( ./;1'', and ,. is the accuracy of a' -1 a'' (for 
the power 11 of a' -l:: a" we ha ve lhe inequality ;..t>x);( . r·) .. ,,, (6) a' . a" \ , II \ "' Y' I " 
- 'lJrS , Ilk 
-
_, ((k' 11,_.· ·· 
k " k'=,,' k "' -= ,/ ' k '+ku e. k 
(7) ,u'+ p'', '' = min (tt I l''' u" -J 1' 1 ) , i. = min (i. ', i."),II 
• 
where "· ,. and 1. are the power, accuracy and relative accuracy of a'. a'', 
respectively; 
(8) a' a" 
• )(vi("a s" '' 
- k ' 
k = l• 
where 11, v and l are the power, accuracy and relative accuracy of a'.'a", res· 
pectively and the coefficients a11 are given by 
k-Jt. ,., ,.1 ,.n 
Y' )...., \ '(""! (- 1)' ,. 
{11: _, __, _, _L.., -( 1 , l+ l aj 11;1 ••• CL;1 , /~l i 1­ tr'-j I 11 111-j l i~"" ''t•" ) 
(9) 
where the summation in (9) is restricted by the con~ition 
I 
L), , j ,,'(tl­1> k. 
" I 
Example. Let a' (I , s)( 1l an d a'' (-' s~)F>. Then a' -1 a" ( I 2s)' 11 , 
a'. n" (s)l21, a','a" (I 's I 2)111>. 
Corollary. In the special case a' - 0•', a'' o•· we obtain 
( 10) ()" () •" o•, ) ' min (1•', ''"}, 
:•• • 
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7 (Asymptotic covert. l.et 17 ' he a set oi tunclwns lrom AJ. 
saY tbat the asymptotic number a is an asymptotic cover of a· and 
as a= as a~ if a*Ca and there i~ no other (diffierent from a) 
number a', such t~.a t a"'c a' c a. We shall call the asymptotic cover 
perfect if a* a, and imper fec t it n* 1 a. 
k. If a* :aJ. where rt ( As, then a as [rt} as " (compare with Oefi­
..,....,,.nr·prrL 5 (Exbtence o f an asymptotic cover). 
Let a* be a non-~mpty set of functions from As. Then a'· possesses a 
asymptotic cover a as a" if and only i f there t>x ists (at least one) an 
ic number a' , such that a*Ca' ; 
In this case (when the asymptotic cover exists) a = as a"' is Ihe num­
the set fa' EA: a'Ca'} with the highest accuracy. 

I'.Xllmv•te. If a'*- { l :s, ( I s) t- Jsjs, ( l j s) ·J· exp( 1/s)}, then as aw (1 /s)Hl. 

case a' = 0 2 • 
f . 
If 	o* c As, then a·'CW i1nplies a1' n*CO•' ; 
H a, {IEAs, then ( 1 {j E 0• implies (not only as (a (1)CO• but also) 
as{IJ}CO•. ~...,.n,r•nn 8 (Extension o f a function). 
Let y I (x ,, . .. , x,l , x, ER~ i I I 2, . . .. n, be a real- valued function 
-~ l, 2 , n and let a and a, i I, 2, ... , n be asymptotic numbers. 
1 
set a«·= U (a 1 ••• , n,) : 11, ( a ,}. W e shall say that a is the value of j
1 poin t (a , •.. . , a,) and wri te this as a- l(at> ... , a,), if a is an asymp­
of a*. We shall call the point (a1, . . . 1 a,) " perfect point" or " im­
point" of the function j , accord ing lo whether the cover a o f d" is 
or imperfect , respec1ively ; 
The function j: D - A, where DCA'· A .· ... X A (n times), which is 
in this way. we shall call as) mptotic extensioL o f I on D (or at the 
(a1, . • • , a") E D). 
2. Complex Asymptotic Numbers 
Let A; be the set of all complex-valued smooth fu nctions a (s), s E(O, 1 ), 
which ( 1) is valid for some n EZ. I t is clear that As c A;. If we replace A,.A; in Definition 5, we shall obtain the notion of complex asymptotic 
They will be denoted by the same symbols as the real asymptotic 
. The coefficients a~r in the main part (3) are, of course, complex nu m· 
e. a~r EC. The sel of all compte){ asymptotic numbers will be denoted 
. It is clear that A is isomorphically embedded in A* and 

A* A + iA. 

rl we are going to consider only the properties of the space of the r eal 
ic numbers A. ll is clear, however. that all established further resu lts 
also for the space of the complex asymptotic numbers A*. 
:_~. The Asyrnptntir N11nilwrs ;md some OtllC'r 
M<~thematic;d Constnrdions 
There art> several mathenrllical const ructions well-known in the literaturt 
which are similar in a certain sen~e In the asymptotic numbers. We are goj"t 
to mention some of them. 
{ l) First of all we ought In mention Iftc formal pO<<'l'r (nsymptot 
1 
CJ
series o f the type 
where L' EZ and •L~; ( R (or r(k ( C) ltiJ. On the one hand, '' e saw that the rnain 
parts (3) of the asymptotic numbers are just such se ries. On the other hand 
we shall sbow (see Theorem 2~3) that the space (which is a field) of all asyrnp~ 
totic numbers with Infinite accurac.} ,. is isomorphic to the space (field) of 
all series of the above men tioned type. Thus, the natural quest ion arises. What 
is the reason for introducing the asymptotic numbers with finite accuracy? 
The reason lies in the fact that we would like the Dirac's de lta-runction to 
helong to the set of all asymptotic functions (which will he int roduced in a 
fu ture paper ) and the asy lllptotic numbers with finite accuracy (and more prt-­
cisely, with J. = 0) are 11ecessary for this purpose; 
(if) The notion of jet which is used in anal ysis 1101 coincide:; (by de fini­
tion) with the notion of asymptotic number with non-negative power I'· The 
latter (the non-negat ivity of u) is, of course, n0t very important (we introduc­
ed asymptotic numbers with negative power , on ly to be able 10 divide tht> 
asymptotic numbers). The essent1al point is that in our theory we define the 
four algebraic operations (and we are going to de fine an order relation in .4 
also) in the set of all asymptotic numbers (with different accuracies from each 
other), in contrast to the set of all jets. where a multiplication between jets 
with difterent orders (accuracies) is not i ntroduced. In other words, we treat 
the asymptotic numbers just <IS numbers in cont rast to the jets which are usecl 
in analysi~ in a rather different way. 
(iii) Our method is quite close to those of the non-~Jandnrd analysis 
19, 10, I I , I 21 in spite of the essential diflerence bet ween lhe properties or A 
and the properties of the system or the non-standard numbers* R. The impor­
tant thing is that both A and *R turn out to be non-archimedean (including 
infinitesimals) extensions of the real l ine R with the possibility of t ransferring 
most of the structure from R to , \ or* f? respective!). 
4. Algebraic Properties of A 
We are coming 10 a discu~s ion or the topic of llle present paper the 
algebraic propertls.s of the space A. For more detai ls about the material expos­
ed so far, as well as about the motivations of this work we advise the reader 
to refer to Refs. fI ­ 4]. We <>hould like to no te the following: 
(i) Most of the results or this paper follow more o· less i:umediately from 
the formulas ( 4)-(9). In such cases we shall no t give the proofs of the theo­
rems: 
( ii) We intellc1ed to use the usual algebraic terms (adopted in the litera­
ture) whenevei possible. But i11 some cases we have useel lhe algebraic term.s 
in a slightly different se• se (e. g. reverse elements, ideal, de.), which is spec1­
Isome 0{ lwr 
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wrth non-negative power 1 Th ~ not v · 	 1 • e
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. r .'I on.ly to be able lo divide fhp 
s that m. our fheorj we define lhe 
g. to d~ftne an order relation in A 
wJth different accuracies from e ·h 
' here a multiplication between j~~s 
troduced. In other words, we treat 
contrast to the jete; which are uc;ed 
ose of the non ·.~landard onaLy~;~ 
ence between the properties or' A 
-standard numbers· R ·rhe .t 	 b · nnpor­? e non-archi medean (includin~lth .the possibility of transferrin~ 
,pectJvel). 
opic ~~ the present paper the 
e det~lls about the material expos· 
of this work we advise the reader 
ote the following: 
Jw mo~e (t ; less i iJtnediately from 
not give the proofs of the theo· 
raic terms (adopted in the litera· 
ve have. usee lhe algebraic te rms 
ments, tdeal, etc.), which is speci· 
more useful fot us. This requires more
. tor A and which turns nul to be 
are introduced in the paper. It~ otioll when using tht lerm~ which 
ate Theorem n (Identities in A). The following identities are valid in A (for 
11~ a. b, ct.rl): (a-' h) c a (h-+- cl. 
tJ4) 
n -t b h-t n, (1M 
( (1 t 'Y, ,., 
(I ... ()• I 0•, ,.<,~~ .(16) 
(a.b).c a.(h.c),(17) 
a.h {J.n,(18) 
a.!•= a 0•, ,. f1nfllllll(l,,i..),(19) 
a.o·· · 01'n ', (10) 
a.c 1- !J.c (a-1 b).c I 0' 11,(21} 

where !Ia• v, and /." are the power, th e accuracy and the relative accuracy oi 

a respectivel y, and r n is the accuracy of a.c +b.c. 

' 	 Proof. The above assertion follows immediately from (4)-(8). 

Remark /. In the cases ,. "<.) and ;. ~ '"""' (16), ( 19) and (20) reduce to 

(/ (l "_ 0, 
a. 1 ~ a. 
(/. 0 0 
tor all a ( A, respecltvely. The results given by ll4 l. (\.)J, (17), (18), (22) and 
t23) can be formulated as follows: A jc; a commut:~live sernigroup with a zero 
flement 0""' with respect to the operation addition and a commutative semi· ~roup with unit element , ... with respect to the operation multiplication. 
Remark 2. The first part of ( 16) is analogous to the property (22) of the 
zero element; the difference lies in the fact that the equation a -'- 0' a doe!' 
not hold for the whole . I but only for one I)( its subsets. This very propert) 
is the reason for calling the numbers from " asymptotic zeros although 0 >11) 
n is t he zero element of .1 in the standard sense of the term. An analogous 
remark is valid, of course, also for ( 19). In particular, a. I ; a holds, if and 
only if .i.0~ i. (but not for all a EA).Theorem 7. A does not possess divisors of zero, i. e. if ct, a" EA, then 
tf, a" = 0"" implies either a' 0 "', or a"= 0 . 
Proof. Let us assume that a'.a" = 0"'"' and let us put 1· rx.. in (7). Then 
1 
we would obtain ,a'+'"' It" I v' oo which implies 1' -o; ,l' 0 (since ,~· -;; '" and ~l'~ ,·"). So, the secohd formula of (6) reduces to P(a').P(a") - 0 which • • on 
115 part, implies either P(a') 0 or P(a") 0 (since the field of the series of 
the type (I ;n does not possess divisors of zero). In other words, we have 
tither a' () o» or a" - 0"' . 

Theorem 8 (The distributive law in A). Let a, b, c EA. Then 

(25) a.c-:rb.c=(a + b}.c 

holds if and only if 

(26) min (min (Jt0 , lib) >'c• 1..,. "·c)= min ( tlo tb~ ,.,, J a. 11. c) 
l1old1:1 where J,, h, r mrn (''m ''") I l'r and ''" ' l''" l'n ' '" ' ' 'b, ''c are the power:; all<! 
.tC'C'uracies of a, b and r respectively and n, 1• ts the power or a .r b . 
. {)roof. The. ~bove _res~lt!' .also lollow direcll y from ~ 4)- (9). The esselltiaJ 
pomt whtle dertvmg (26) ltes tn the fad Ihe ."n±" n11n (."a·l•b) x holds in 
general (we ment ioned this i n Tht-orem 1 in parentheses) but not al way 
,., ~ 11, which is the (only) reason for (25) not to be always true. 1 
Remark. We .;;hall call the identtly (21 1 generalized distributive law in A 
ir cnn trast to the iden tity (25), which we shall call just distributive law in A 
Corollary I. If the asymptotic number c has an infinjte accuracy, i. t . 
, ., '0, then the distributive law (2.5) holds for every choice of a and h frorn ,1 · Indeed, in that case (26) is reduced to 1, ~., Jo. "· c· · 
Corollary '1. If (at least) one or the numbers a or b is asymptotic zero 
l hen the distributive Jaw (25) holds for every choice of the remaining tw~ 
numbers. I ndeed, in this case we have ,,, ~ = x, from which the assertion 
follows. 
Thus. the distributive Jaw (25) in A does not hold for all a, h, cEA. But 
w~ see also, tha t the cases in which it is broken are in a certain sense, excep. 
lions; the breal{ing of (2G) is realized when the connection between a, b and 
c is rather special. In particular, thE' results of Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 
show that the strict i nequali ty ;tn h x is necessary but not sufficient condi· 
I ion for the breaking of (25); it may happen that we might have !'a b>lor 
without brealdng the dist ributive law (2;1). In fact, the generalized distribu tive 
law (21) (which is always valid in /\) turns out to be sufficiently usefu l for 
our future purpose. 
We saw that A is a semigroup with respect to the addition as well as 
to the multiplication. Now we shall understand why A is not a group with 
respect to these two operations. 
Th('Or('lfl 9. The equation 
(:H) o-1 x b, a, b, x E A, 
possesses a solution if and only if ,., ''"• where ,., and ,., are the accurades 
of a and b, reFpectively. When ''a> ''b or ,,cJ __ , ,b <X> the solution is unique and 
i!- given by the difference X = b-a. When ''a= v1, ' 'o<= the solutions of (27) 
are infinite in number and are given by the formula 
(28) X (P(b-a))<ool+ y .J... O•, ,. ' 'o•''{J+ I, ... , oo , 
where y is an arbitrary asymptotic number with power ity>''o· (We shall note 
that the solution (28) with accuracy ''= ''o coincides wi th difference b n.) 
Proof. This result follows from the formulas ( 4) and (5) and more precise· 
ly, from the equation min (1·11 , '' ) -= "b for '' as well as from ( 16). 
Corollary. The equa tion 
(29) a 1.. x O"",n,xEA, 
has a (unique) !'iolution x O·" a if and only if the accuracy of a is infin ity. 
Theorem /0. The equation 
(.10) a.x= b, a,b,x ( A, 
when a is uot asymptotic zero, possesses a !'Oiufion if and only if 2n A;. 
where 111 and i.1, are the relative accuracies of a and b respectively. W hen 
2">;h or i..a h '""• the solution is unique and is given by the rat io x bla 
and when la=211 _ i.0< n o) has an infinite number of solutions given by 
(:31) X (P{hla))!oo) 1-Y-l 0•, ,. : 1•0 , l'o + I, ... , oo, 
• p,, ,,, , , .,, ''b, "r are the pu wers an 
d 
J a~ "-· 1" 
i 'n , is the power of rr b. 
directly from (4)- (9). l'he essenr 
Ihe ·""+b min(/("' ';b) " holds l~
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~rstand why A is not a group with 
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where ''a and ' 'b are the accuracies 
u - )'b 00 the solution is unique and 
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e formu la 
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with power ''Y>''n· (We shall note 
coincides with difference b a.) 
•rmulas ( 4) and (5) and mor~> precise­
" as well as from ( 16). 
XE A , 
•nly if the accuracy of a is infinity. 
XE A, 
3 a solution if and only if 2a l., 
$ of a and b respective ly. When 
· and is given by the ratio x b,'o 
1i te number of solutions given by 
''Q• v0 + l , ... , 
. ere ,, ''" - ''n +2n (1•11 i ~ th~ accnrac~· of b,a), 11 11 an~l f.l.l• are the powers of0\\h nd b, respective!y, and y IS an arb_Jlrar) asymptotic num?er _ \\·Jth power 
(The solut1011 (31) w1th relative :~ccuracy J. J.0 co111c1des \\' lfh the ( ,
atio b,a.) . . 
r Proof. Thts result agatn follow~ from (R)- (9) and (If)) and most precisely 
IT1 the equation min (i..,, J.) J., for J.. 
fr CI Corollary. The equation for X 
a.x I ·-, a, X( A, a~ t'>,F•2) 
hJS a (unique) solution x a if aud only if the relative accuracy of a is 
infinity. 	 • · 1· 1· · (If by the terms "additive inverse number' and "multJp 1ca t\'e Inverse. <?r 
· rocal) number" of a given asymptotic number a we understand, as 1~ IS r~~'fuy done in algebra. the solutions of the equation:; (29) and (.32) r~spectJve ­
u then the above results would show us that not every asymptotic n~mber ~· an inverse element with respect to addition and multiplication. That 1s the 0~~}' reason for A not_ to be a group with .r~specl to addi.ti~n a_nd multiplica­t' 11 But the Jack of mverse elements (add1ttve and multJpl1ca!tve) for every '~.;ber from A can be interpreted also as follows: the standard (above. men­
l'ioned) notions of inverse elements (~s solutions of (29) and (32) respec1Jvely 1 
are not suitable and natural. especially for A. Th1s IS why we shall refust 
these standard definitions of inverse elements and we shall mtroduce the follow­
ing 	 instead : 
Definition 9 (Inverse elements). . ., 
(i) By the term "additive inverse number a, of the asymptottc n~n:'~er a 
v;e shall understand the value of the function tin the sense of Deflmt10n 8) 
/ I-") =-x, x ER, at the point x a; 
(U) By the term "multiplicative inverse or reciprocal number ~ 1 ?f lhe 
asvmptotic number a" we shall understand the value ?f the function (In the 
sense of Definition R) j(x), =I /x, X ER. X - 0, at the pomt X= a. 
Tkeorem I I. 
(i) Every asymptotic uumber n possesses an (unique) additive inverse 
number - a and - a={ - a: a Ea}; 
(li) 	The powers, accuracies and relative accuracies of a and - a coincide 
respectively; 

{iii) --a 0"- - a for all a EA and in particular, . 0. 0•, 1• ( Z U{<x:>] ; 

(iv) - a coincides with that solution of the equa!Jon 
(.l1) 	 a I X o•, a, xE A, 
whose accuracy coincides with ,, (according to Theorem 9, this is possible), 
where J' in p:~) is the accuracy or a; 
(v) 	If a, bE A, then 
(34) 	 • a - b ~ a H b), 
(35) (n + b) ( a) + (- b) = ( a) !J (-b) - a, 

(:i6) - (a.b) = ( - a).b a.( - b), 

hold. 
Proof. The properties mentioned above fol low easily from ( 4) and (:1) 
(wher~ a' a and a'' b). 
Theorem 12. 
(i) Every asymptotic number a which is not an asymptotic zero, i. c. 
1a( C>, has a (unique) reciprocal number a and a- 1 -=- II 'rt EAs: a (: al; 
(Il l II tt 0 , • •,10 ) 11 and tt0 _ 1, '', 1, )." 1 Me tht.> powers, accuracies, and rela. 
live accurac ies of a and a 1 respectively, then ,,a 1 Jl0 • ''n­ 1 =•·a- 2110 aile! 
i.., - ).a; 
(iii) a ' a lor all a~ A l'? and m par ticular, (1' ) - 1 I, J. - 0, 1, .. · ·:lQ· 
(iv) a -• coinc1des with that solution or • 
p7) n. x I , a. x EA, a 1~. 
who~e relative accuracy coincides with ~. where ..t rn (H) is the relative acc11• 
rae y of n (see Theorem Ill) ; 
(v) Ir a, b f A, then 
( .38) 
(3~1 
hold. 
(n. b) 1 - (a 1) . (b- 1), a,b~e>, 
ab n.(h 1) , h ([c?, 
Proof. 'Ill" above properties follow directly from (4), (6), (8) and (9). 
The identi ties for the inverse elements a- • allow us to consider fu rther 
first of all the properties of the addition and mul tiplication and then to shift 
the obtained results fo relative properties of the subtraction and division in a 
manner quit~ anal ogOt~s to. that .in the fi~lds or rings•. although, as we al ready 
know fr om fheorem fi, /l IS neither a fie ld nor a nng. The second equa tion 
of (IGl does not have an analogue in usual numerical systems; when it i!l 
reali~ed for give n a and fl" we shall say that O·· assimilates a 0r that a has 
been as5imilated by 0•. The following more general theorem concerning the 
a~similation of the numhers is valid. 
Theorem /.1 (Assimilation in A). If a, htA, then o+ b - a if and only 
11 the accuracy ''n of n and the power "" of b satisfy the inequality ''a<!t~t or 
the equalitY ''a o, in the case b E('). 
Proof. a -b a and Oy" Lb =O'n are eq uiva lent. Indeed. adding -a to both 
sides of a,b a we obtain o•a .Lb o•a, and adding a to both sides of the 
last equality \Ve obtain a ~ h a according to (33). What remains is to use ( 16). 
The proof is finished. 
Theorem 14 (1 ransfer across the sign of equality). Let a', a", a~ A. Then 
a' 1-a - a" implies a'+ O• - n" a and a'.a a" and a~~ imply a'. fl a'' a, 
where ,. and i are the accuracy and re lative accuracy a, respectively. 
Proof. We must ju st add atoa' --­ a a'' and multiply a'.n =a" by a-•, 
bearing in mind a - a = O· and a a l• according to (3.3) and (37), respectively. 
Theorem 15 (The generalized law of reduction in A). Let a', a", a EA. 
Then n'+ a -= a" + rt implies a' ; O• a" +O" and a' .rt= o".o and a E~ imply 
a'. I• a". I·, where ,, a11d 2 is the accu racy and the relative accuracy of a 
respectively. 
Proof. Th~ proof ca n be maJc just as lor Theorem 14. 
Theorem 16 (The law of redudton in A). Let a', a", a EA and let v', ,.", ,, 
and }', 2", i.. be their accu ra cies 11nd their rtlative accuracies respectively. 
f i) If '' •"" ,,, !hen a' 1 a - a" a implies a' a"; 
(ii) 2', 2" < J. and n ~ t<'l, then a'. a a . a" implies a' a". 
Proof. The theorem is, in fact , a corollary from Theorem 15 using ( 16) 
and (1!l). Indeed, according to Theorem 14, a' -+ a a'' ..La implies a' + 0• ­ a" I O•, 
"hich, according to (16) together with v', ,,. :;;; ,,, implies a' = a". Analogously, 
if a~ <9, then a'. a a". a implies a'. I ' = a" . 1; which, according to ( 19) and 
(16) for ..t', .{'' ::; l implies a' a,. The proof is fmished. 
' 
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l(emark. We shall call the rules described in Theorem 15 •generalized 
11ws of re?uction" in ~ontrast. to those described in Theor~m 16, which will tJe called JUSt "laws ot reduct ton". The numbers a' - (2s2 +sa)<3>, a" (2s:!)l21 and 
;... (S2)<2J show that a'+a=a" -a (~sll)t21 and in spite of that a' a'', i. e. 
fhe law of reduction in the case of addition doe:, not hold io general. Analo· 
ously, the numbers a' {s2 +2s3)<·'>, a'' (s2 -.s3)<Jl , a (s)n' show that the law ~~ reduction in the case of multipllcation IS not valid in general, too. The ge­
peralized laws oi reduction, howeve r, are valid as it was already said for all 
pumbers trom A. 
In mathematics various sets are known in which one or two algebraic 
operations are defir.ed according to which the :,els are !-emigroups with unit} 
but not groups, i. e. no t every elemen t bas an inverse one. The set .V11 - :o, I, 
2 . . . ,} gives an example in that sense with respect to the operations of addi·
tion and multiplication as well as the se t of integers Z with rtspect to the 
multiplication. As is known, the semigroups from the above-mentioned examples 
can be embedded isomorphically in suit able groups: N,, embeds in Z which in 
1 group with respect to the addttion and Z embeds in the set oi rationals 
which is a field. As we already know from Theorem 6, A is a commutative 
semigroup with respect tu the addition as well as mu ltiplication. It is natu ral 
tor the question of the existence of group to arise, which iricludes A isomor­
phically with respect to one from the opera tions of addition or multiplication 
or of the existence of a ring or even :1 fie ld which includes isomorphically 
the 	 set A. 
Theorem 17. No group (ring or field) exists in which the set of the 
asymptotic numbers A can be embedded i~ omorphically witlt respect to lhe 
addition or multiplication. 
Proof. ln the case of commutative semigroups the algebra givts us a 
general theorem (7) concerning that questiou. The necessary and ~uificient 
condition for a given (arbitrary) commutative semigroup in order to be embedd· 
ed isomorphically in some group is the existence of a law oi reductiGn, i. e. 
tl . a=a"+a always (for every a', a" and a) implies a' a" or in the ca:.e of 
multiplicative notations: a' .a - a". a imples a' a". As we a1read> showed, 
the law or reduction is uol valid in A, neither with respect to the additio1 1, 
nor with respect to the multiplication in the general case. This prove~ tht• 
theorem. 
5. Some Subsets of A 
We showed that A cannot be isomorphically embedded as a subspace in 
any group, ring or field. But it is natural to look for subspace of A with 
simpler and know n algebraic prope rties. The following lines are dedicated to 
some interesting subsets of asymptotic numbers, some of which are groups, 
rings and fields. 
Theorem /8. The set of all asymptotic zeros (!) is a prime ideal of A. 
Remark. For the notion "idea!" (prime and maximal, respectively) we 
shall use the usual (adopted in the theory of rings) definition. But A is not a 
ring and that is why not all properties of the ideals of rings hold fo r the 
ideals of A ; tor example, not every ideal M or A defines an eqiva!ent re lation 
by a- b (: M. In particular, <9 does not possess this property. 
Proof of the theorem. ~ ought to possess the fo llowing propertie!' · 
(i) a, b E(!) implies a .L. bE~; 
(ii) 	a Ee implies - nEC>; 
(iii) a E: A and b t <:> imply a. b (: <:> (i. e. t> is an ideal of A); 
(iv) a'. a" Et' implies ellher n' E<:> or a" E<:> (<9 is a prime ideal of A) T 
first three condit ions follow immediately from (10), and Theorem 11 , and (;t:
res~~~ctiv~ly.• Jhe fourth one follow~ .r,r~£? (li) ~nd" (7). lndd.ed, I~) :mpl ies eitb:; 
}. '· or A = I . . Let, for example, J. t.. I hen a . a Etl Implies P1a ) U, acco d 
ing to (X), i. e. a' (: <:>. Tht theorem is proved. 1 • 
Theorem 19. The set of all a ·ymptotic units is a subsemigroup 01 
with respect to the multiplication and division (in fact, these two operalio t1 
coincide in 1). 11 \ 
Prof . The theorem is just an interpretation of ( 121 and ( 18). 
Definition /0 (The subsets R.·, ~· ~ U, I. ~•... , 0v). By R·. v o, 1 . ":\:. 
we shall denote the set of all asymptotic numbers of the following type;·' 
(40) R· - {a (x)(">: x Ef?l, 
where R is the sel of the real numbers. We shall denote the union of all 
{~· by R.. 
1.!_ is easy to verify that from the sets /(•·," 0, I, ... , m , t7, only /(u, 1(-o 
ami R are closed with respect to lht­ four algebraic opera I ions: addition, sub. 
traction, multiplication ancl division. When ''EN, R• are closed wil11 respect to 
the addition and subtraction but not with respec t to multiplication. The reason 
for this is that (0•)" (I'"' ~ /( •· for n '2, 3, .... On the other hand, R• "'{0"~ art 
closed with respect to the multiplicatiou and division but tht>y are not closed 
with respect to the addition and subtraction. The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 20. f?J and !?"" are fields isomorphic to the field of real num­
bers R with respect to the four algebraic operations. If ,. EN, then R• is is0 . 
morphic to R with respect to the addition and subtraction and R·"'{O" is 
isomorphic to R"-{0} with respect to the multiplication and division. 1 
Proof. The one-to-one correspondence which realizes the above-ment iune11 
i~omorphism is given hy 
(41) 
To show that ( 4 I) pre::.erves the algebraic opera tions, 11 IS necessary to 11~1· 
the formulas ( 4) ('~), hence the assertion of the theorem immediately follow~. 
Theorem 21. The mapping of Ronto /( determined lly 
(42) R) a (x)"' · x t I( 
is (I homomorphism with re~pect to the four algebraic operations. 
Remark. In case of complex asymptotic numbers the field of complex 
numbers C turns out to be isomorphic to lhe sets of asymptotic nt:mbers C" 
and C"" defined by (40), where the set R. in ( 1 0) is replaced by C. Now we 
see exactly how the set of a::;yrnptotic numbers A is an extension of the set 
of the real (complex) numbers: R tor C) is embedded isomorphically in A by 
means of two of its copies 1(.0 and N (C•• and c= respectively). On this 
ground we called the elements of A numbers "asymptotic numbers". 
DefiniTion II (The subsets ; \ and A"). 
(i) ·By A, , i. =0, 1, . . . • , we shall <leuote the sels or at! asymptotic 
numbers a with relative accuracy An not greater than J., i. e. 11,.- {a E A: J.,, - J.J; 
(ii) By A, vE ZU ( J, we shall denote the sets of all asymptotic numbers 
with £ixed accuracy v, i. e. A {a ( A: ''a 1•}, where ''a is the accuracy of a. 
'. & is an ideal of A): 
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. . . 0~. the other hand, N• "'-{0''} ar~ 
~d dtvJSton but fhl'y arc not closed 
ttOn. The followin~ theorem holds 
.;omorp~ic to the field of real num~ 
operations. If ,. ( N, then R• is is0 . )n ~n~ s~btraction and 1(•"'-(0•) is 
nulflpltcafton and division. 
which realizes the above-mentiuned 
•X. 
operations, it is uecessary to u~1• 
31 the theorem immediately follows. 
N determined by 
xEN 
r algebraic operations. 
tic numbers the field or complex 
the sets of asymptotic lll:lllbers c• 
in ( 10) is replaced by C. Now we 
1be rs A is an extension of the set 
; embedded isomorphicallv in 11 by
:c·•and c~ respectively). On this 
rs "asymptotic numbers". 
'). 
leuote the seb or all asymptotic 
:ater than 1, i. e. rl i. {at ..t: 2u i.} ; 
: the sets of all asymptotic number~ 
1•}, where ''a is the accuracy of a. 
Theorem 22. A1, 2 0, I, ... , N , are prime ideals of A (in particular, 
A A) and A U A, (the set of all asymptotic numbers with finite relative 
i. !1,1. ..• 
, ccuracies) is a maximal ideal or ..-1 (:-ee the remark just below Theorem 18). 
Proof. 
(i) As we know from Theorem 4, if i.,, i.b and la 1b are the relative accu­
racies of the asymptotic numbers a, b and a - b respective!~, then the inequa­
litY lu ~ !I~min ~i.,, J..b) holds. Hence follows the clo~u re of r!, with respect to the 
addition, 1. e. 1f a, b ( A., then a . b E A ; 
(li) According to Theorem II, a E.\, implies at A ; 
(iii) From the formul::l (7) it follows that a E/1 and b (A imply n. b t tt, 
i.e. A;. is an ideal of .-1: 
(lv) From formula (7) it also follows that if a. bE .4. either a(: A;. b (: rl; , 
i.~ . 1l1 is a prime ideal of A ; 
(v) Obviously, A is an ideal of .'\ too. To prove I hat A is a maximal ideal, 
Jet us assume the reverse, i. e. there exists an ideal M of A such that Ac M. 
Let A~mE M, which implies that the relative accuracy i.111 of m is infinity, i. e. 
1~ '";;, · Since M is an ideal, a. 111 ( M for all a(: A; in particular, for a m 
t~o. lienee we obtain I ""' (; M, i. e. M !1. The proof is completed. 
Theorem 23. 
(i) N, ,, (: ZU [ev J are commutative groups with zero element (/ with res ­
pect to the addition; 
(ii) I n particular, Aoo is a field (with re!>pect to the iour algebraic opera­
tions) whict: is isomorphic to the field or all 10rmal pO\ver (asymptotic) series 
16) of the type (U') . 
Proof. Elementary consequence of (4) (9). 
Corollary. ,, II spaces known in mathematics which are i:-omorphically 
embedded in the field of formal series of the type ( 13') - the field of rational 
functions (more precisely, liardy'. field of ratiori al funtions (7 J), the ring of 
analytic functions in certain neighbourhoods of the zero, the ring of the poly­
nomials, the field or real tor complex) numbers (we mtan the set R- or C 
respectively) are isomorphically embedded in the set Jl as subspaces and, 
consequently, also in the set ol all a~ymptotic numbers r!. 
Now, on the basis of the theorem mentioned above, we can simplily th~.· 
notations of the numbers from A . 
Definition 12 (New notations for 11""'). We shall denote the numbers fr0111 
A"" by their main parts, i. e. if a EA"' , then instead of a (P(a))l~ ) we shall 
write directly a . P(a). 
Corresponding to the latter definition, all objects known in mathematics 
which are embedded isornorphically in ;too (some of them were mentioned 
above) can be denoted by their usual notations (adopted in the literature). 
Especially, the numbers from the set /?" (or C""), which is a subset of A..., 
will be denoted just. like the corresponding real (or complex) number s accor ­
ding to Theorem 20. In particular, instead of U'"' we shall write just 0, anc1 
instead of I "" we shall write just I. On the contra ry, every series of type n :~') 
could be interpreted as an asymptotic number from A=. In particular, the func­
tions sin (s), cos (s), es, etc. (which are convergent series of type (13')) could 
be interpreted as numbers from Aoo, i. e. as the numbers (sin(s))(=>, (cos(s))< ~ J 
and (e')(ool respectivelarly. Similarly, every term 1111 s'', where k t 2., a,.(: R (or 11• (:C) 
in (n') or in the main part of any asymptotic number could be inlerpreted 
as a number from .4'-", i. e. as (a,.s'<)< ~1 (we used for the last time th~ nld 
notations for the numbers irom ll ). 
G. Additive and Multiplicative Forms 
The following two thcorellls shows that the algebraic operations andalgeb. 
raic propertie:> or A can bt! ~::-. pre~sed h) the algebraic operation~ and algeb 
raic properties of t1 \ De finition I I ), t) (Definition .l, ( \'J) ami I (Definit(). 
5 ( Vt)). 
Theorem J -1 (. 1 .I • \~). Every asymptotic IIUIJlber a can be represeuttd 
as a sum 
(-t3) 
where v is the accuracy of a and q P(a)+ d, where P(a) is the maiq Part 
of a (treated as an asymptotic number from Aoo, corresponding to Definition 
12) and d is an arbitrary number from A... with power Jl«>'· 
Proof. Bearing in mind the associativity (14) and (16), i t is clear that il 
is sufficient to provt: (-!:!) tor q P(a), i. e. 
(-t4) 
the generalization of (·H) to ( 43) is done immediately. But (<14) follows frorn 
the formulas of addition (5). The proof is finished. The latter result can be 
written in the form 
(45) 
just like a giveu linear space decompose::> as two of its linear subspaces. 
Definition 13 (Additive form). By the term ~additive form" of a give11 
asymptotic number a we shall understand its representation in the form (4:iJ 
and by the term ~normal additive form" of the asymptotic uumber a we shall 
understand its representation in the form (44). It is clear that every asympto. 
tic number can be represented in additive and normal additive form and tht: 
latter representation is unique. 
Theorem 25 (.-1 .4"". 1). Every asymptotic number a different fro111 
asymptotic zero, i. e. a(£ t), can be represented as a product 
{-Hi) a= r . I , n A..., I ( I, 
where. J. is the relative accuracy of a and r P(aJ +h, where P(a) is the main 
part of a t treated as an asymptotic number from A"", corresponding to Delim· 
tion 12) and his an arbitrary number from A" with power ,tl11 > .u-h, ,a being 
the power of a. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 24. 
Remark The asymptotic zeros o•, l' t Z: do not possess the representation 
of type (46). Of course, 000 0'>'1 . 11 for every J. 0, 1, ... , co . 
Definition 14 (Multiplicative form). By the term "multiplicative form" of 
a given asymptotic number a(£~ we shall understand i ts representation in the 
form (46) and -by the term "normal multiplicative form" of aEe we shall ur1· 
derstand its representation in the form 
(47) a =- P(a). P, 
where ). is the relative accuracy of a ((47) is obtained from (46) by h 0). 
Corresponding to Theorem 25, every asymptotic number which is not 
asymptotic zero possesses an infinite number of multiplicative forms (46) and 
only one normal multiplicative form (47). Analogously to (45), wt can wrrle 
A ~ A... . I, 
JlS 
the algebrarc operations aud algef>. 
l1e algebraic operation:-. 31 d al 
;Definition .), ( v t) and 1 (Defin~teb
'or, 
lotic IIUiltbtr a call bt repreJ:>ent t·! 
-, U' Ec:'>, 
'- d, where P(a) is the maiTJ Pact 
n Aoo, corresponding to Definition 
with power f./d :; ,.. 
Y (14) and (16). it i:; clear that it 
ll~~diately. But (44) follows from 
flntshed. The latter result can bt 
two of its linear subspaces. 
term ~additive form" of a given 
. s representa.tion in the form (4J) 
he asymptoftc number 11 we shall 
4). II IS clear that tvery asympto­
nd normal additive form and the 
!otic number a diflerent front 
d as a product 
tu
' I 
P(a) + h, where P(a) is the main 
r~m -~"", corresponding to Defini­
4 w1th power 1111>.u f-lz, ~~ bein)! 
1at of Theorem 24. 
do not possess the representation 
J. - 0,1,, .. ,<:'\J. 
the term "multiplicative form" of 
ct:rstand its representation in the 
:lttve form" of a Et) we shall un· 
obtaine~ from ( 46) by 11 0). 
.symptotic number which is not 
of multiplicative forms ( 46) and 
1alogously to (45), we can wnlt 
following theorem shO\\ s that with
·ust like the dm.·ct product of grou ps. Tlw 
cn11 work as with the usual alge­~~pre~sions of the type (~3) and (46) onr 
11raic expressions (in any ring or iield) Theorem 26. 
1 
= tf 1 U ar~ three arhitrar) ::J:,ymptotic(i) Jf l/ I/ o··. a" =q'' ' o·' ami fl 
1111 mbers wrilten adtlitively, then 
11" O•, ,. 111 in ("'· •·" 1,(49) 11' a" q' -t- q" I U· ' O•' 1/ 
(~I) u' . a" t/ . tJ'' tj' . U•" ll•'. t/' II• . U' ' =q' tf" ~ lJ•, 
II -· tf IJ• 1/ I I I•, 
ltl = (l ·t/).( 1 (I 10 fcf)) 1 c 1 tl• ",a ~ &1 
hold, where .tt', .u" and 11 Me the powus oi q', t/'' and q respectively; 
(ii) It a' r'.l ' .a" r''.l '-'' and a r . ! an· three arbitrary asymptnlic 

11uwlwr~ diffcrtnt trom asymptotic zero:; and writtt>n nwltiplicali,el), thetl 

a' .a" = r'. r". I '. I , ·• r'. r". I , i. nt in (1', 2"), (53) 

-a - r P,
(f).J ) 

l j a ( I r) . ( 1/1 ' ) ( I 'r) . P.
(!iS) 
hold;(iii) .ua ·- ,11 if a I{ e> and llu I' ,u if a l t) where flu is the power of a . 
Proof. (49) and (53) follow from the associativity and commutativity of 
tht: addition ai.d multiplication, (50) aud ('i:.!) are obtained by the distributive 
Jaw ctescribed in Corollary I and Corollary :l of Theorem 8 (the validity of 
the distributive law in (50) and (52) is an essential point of the iormalism we 
are exposing) and (5 1), (54) and (;}5) follow from Theorem II and Theorem 12. 
Tbe right-hand sides of tht: formulas (49)- (55) give the additive and mul· 
hplicative forms of the sum, product, additive invt:rse and multiplicati\·e inverse 
(~onsequently, of the difference and ratio alsol of the given asymptotic num­
bers a', a" and a, respectively. The$e formulas express the four algebraic opl­
rations, and hence tt:e algebraic properties or A also, by the algebraic opera­
tions and the algebraic properties of ,, , C? and I respective!). But A= is a 
field (see Theorem 2:3) and C> and I have comparatively simple algebraic pro­
perties (see Theorem 18 ami Theorem 19 as well as (10)-(13)), in which 
the sense of the approach shown so far lies - to express the properties 
oi 11 through the properties of known or comparatively simple algebraic 
spaces. Jt is important for us that the riglrt-hand sides of the tormulas (49) (5G) 
were obtained from the left-hand sides of the same form ulas in the same way 
as in any ring or field, e. g . the distributive law holds in (-50) and (52) and 
so on. Thai is why 1he formulas (49)-(fi5) oifer us a convenient algebraic 
technique in A including the formal working rules, which are very much like 
the analogous rule~ in the set of the real (complex) number~. That algebraic 
technique possesses an advantage with respect to the methods exposed so far, 
fi rst of all as a theoretical apparatus - !or algebraic problems, identities, alge­
braic equations, etc. I t is quite natural for the question to arise: Why did not 
we use the simpler and unique normal additive and multiplicative forms ( 44) 
and (47) instead of (43) and (46) respectively. This is possible, of course, and 
in the formulas ( 49) (5!1) we shall have to set q' r' -= P(a'), q" r" P(a." I 
and '/ r P(a) respedivtly. We notict:, however, that the right-hand side!; or 
these formuJ J.., an: nul (in ger1eral) iu the 1101 mal form, i. e. we cannot restrict 
ourselves to the use of the normal forms of the asymptotic numbers only. Th 
following rule tum~ out to be u~eful: If we make calculations with concrt'te 
given asymptotk numbers, then we shall ust the normal forms (44 ) and (47 e 
and for investigation oi general algcl>raic problems identities, equations, etc. ), 
we ~hall use the form:- (4~~) and ( 46). 
As an illustration of the algebraic technique ju::.t exposed we shall one~ 
again prove Theorem ~ without using the clumsy formulas (4)--(9). Le t a', a" 
a be the as} mptotic numbers from Theorem 26 (i). On one hand, we hav~ 
a' . a+ a" .a (q' r 0•'1 (q +w); (q" + O•") (q -- 0•) - q'. q -r q' .U· +- O•'. q T o··. o. 
q". t./ +q" .0• - U'''. q - 0•". 0• (q' q"). q ~ 0••, where 
J'1 min (,u' I v, u I '" • v' t v, t.l' -r ,., ,t• -t v'', "" ") 
and on the other hand, we have (a'+a") .a=(q'+q" ..._O•' +O•").(q , O·) - (q' 
1- <~'') q - (q' + q") . O·+(O·' t- O•') . q - co·' +O•''). o· ~ (q' + q") .q -(q' + q").o·'7' o·· 
.cf f IV'. q J. O•'. O•· + O•". O• - (q'+ q") . q -+-0••, where 
~':l min (tlq' +•/' ! Y, .u+ ·y', .'' + v'". v+ 1/, v-!- v" ). 
It is clea r that a.'.a+ a" .a (a' 1 a'').a holds if and only if '' ' "'" l'2 holds, which 
coincides with the assertiou of Theorem R (by a' = a, a" b, a- c, ... , etc., ol 
course), bearing in mind Theorem 26, (iii). In Definition 5 we defined the 
asymptotic numbers by the relation of asymptotic closeness (Definition 4) in 
the set of functions As (Definition I ). Now we shall show the connection 
between Definition 5 and the normal additive form of the asymptotic numbers. 
Theorem 27. If 
(!56) 
is an arbitrary asymptotic number written in normal additive form (where 
.2)all sk, ,u and ,. are its main parts, power and accuracy respectively), then 
k:p 
the function a EA.s- is a representat ive of a, i. e. a Ea, if and only i f a can be 
represen ted in the form (2} for all integers m and n (m <; n), such that m < , 
and n< v. 
Proof. The theorem is an immediate modification of Definition 4 and 
l.)efinition 5. 
Remark. In some cases the above theorem could be iormulated in a 
simpler way: 
(i) If the accuracy v of the asymptotic number (56) is fini te, i. e. v EZ 
(but not 1' oo ), then a is the set of all functions a. from As. which can be 
representPd in the form 
,. 
(57) •t(s)= .2-,u.ttsk 1- J(s), st(O, 1),k- ,. 
where ,u, l' and a" are delermined by (56) and tJ is a function from A1 such 
that lim .1 (s) rsy 0 (t:, ,. and u.k are fixed for all representatives a of a and ,I 
S->0 
is different for the different o. (:a); 
(ii) If v = oo and the main par t of the asymptotic number (56) is a con· 
vergent series on some interval of type (0, e), where e>O, then a is the set of 
all functions a from As, which can be rtpresented in the form 
(i8 
(I 
< 
\ 
JOJ mal torru, i. e. Wt' cannot rest rict 
I( (SI ' u11S1( I It ·; .-: t(U. t)I the asymptotic numbers only. Th (fS8) - ·'· 
'e make calculations with concrt>te I. H 
)e the n~rmal. ~orms (44) and (47 e 
blems rdentrtres, equations, etc. ), 
nique ju~ t exposed we shall onct 
lumsy formulas (4) --(9). Let a' a'' 
:m 26 (i). On onE: hand, we hav~ 
q -.0•) -- tJ'. q q' .tl· 1,- Q•'.q + O•'. O· 
r 0··. when· 
I is H function Irom . \,,for til~ given 11 ai1LI <lf< determined hy (.-,()), Wht'rt: 

tor which lun-' (s) s" 0 for all 11 ( Z. 

•-uJlleorem 18 (Addition and multiplication table in .-i). Le t n, m ~ Z, c, c". l n N we cl> c"' c( C1 and ,:, .,", v ~ Z. Then the fo liO\\ ing lormulae (lbt addition 
, and mullrplication table) are valid 
c, s'' t- , , s'' 1t(59) 
:a=(q' + q" + O•' -t O•").(qT O') -(q') · o· - (q'+q") .q -r (q' + q").o~ -~.. o·· 
where 
1- v"/, v+ ~·', v+ J'"). 
s if and only if ,,1 holds, which 
by a' - a! r:-:' b, a 
v
-
2 
c, ... • etc., of 
In J?efmttton 5 we defined the 
nptottc closeness (Definition 4) in 
N we shall show the connection 
e form of the asymptotic numbers. 
in normal additive form (where 
· and accuracy respectively), then 
. e. a Ea, if and only if a can be 
n and n (m $ n), such that m .- 11 
11odification of Definition 4 and 
eorem could be iormulated in a 
number (56) is finite, i. e. v Ez 
ctions a from As. which can be 
sE(O, I), 
ntd !I is a func.tion from As such 
all representatives a o f a and ,I 
3symptotic number (56) is a con· 
, where e>O, then a is the set of 
ented in the form 
I (oU) 
'' min (•,, •·"),(ni l ~ (62) 
cs'' I (J•, ll r·,
l's" 1 u· { l)r I 1/ 1', 
o· f " c u, 
cs'' . 0'(64) = {0, L' 0• 
111 0' ,(c,s"-1 c2sm)o• c,s"W 1 c~s{l•5) 

<0• t- 0•'') cs11 t.V cs''+O"'' cs",
(6ti) 
(67} 
{68) (cs" t- 0•') O• cs" O· - W ' . o•, 
where cs", c s", ... , etc. are treated as a!:>ymptotic numbers from Aoc corres­1 
ponding to Definition 12. (In other words, cs" (cs")<=l, etc.) 
Proof . ~.59) and (60) follow directly from Theorem 23, (ii), l61) and (62) 
were already written (see (10) and (II)), t60) and t64) follow from flo) and 
(20), respectively, for a= cs". The distributive Ia\\ s (6.=>)- (68) follow from 
Corollary I and Corollary 2 ol Theorem X (or d irectly from Theorem 2<il. 
That is all. 
• 'ow we can forget about the formulae (4)- (9) and aud and multiply 
the asymptotic numbers by (59)- (68) providtd, however, that the corre!-pond­
ing numbers are written in their additive forms in advance. Notice \hat !he 
formulae (59)- (68) are simpler than ( 4)- (9) and very much like the formu lae 
with the help of which we add and multiply the polynomials. Of cour~e. !he 
formu lae (61), (63) and (64) do not possess analogues in the ca~e o f polyno· 
rnials. Here is an example illustrating the usage of (59)- (6R) 
a --=-(l js)+:l+s + 0 1, b - s+s:! t 02, 
a + b = (l /s) +2-ts+ 0' t s-1 ,,·:! + 0"= (1 /s)+ 2 1 2s+0 1, 
a. b= I+s + 02 s t 2s 2s2 +2 . 02 -! s2 J-sa 1 s. O'l+s . 01 ..,. s20 1 ~ 0'. 02 
l 1- 3s+ 01• 
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